
“There  are  no  political
solutions  for  SPIRITUAL
problems.”
An Important Message from Walter Spires, Founder Desperate Men
Ministries

Brett  Swayn  –  Founder  and
Executive Director Lambscroft
Ministries and Head Chef at
the Cookery Restaurant

Glenn  Cranfield,  CEO,
Nashville  Rescue  Mission  on
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the  impact  of  Walter’s
menistry

Matthew Thomas shares impact
of  “All  Men  Are  Desperate
Whether They Admit It or Not”
small group
 

Powerful Testimony – “All Men
Are  Desperate  Whether  They
Admit It or Not” helped save
marriage – Mika
 

It is that time of year when churches, ministries, and NFPs
reach out to generous people like you to help sustain and
build on what we are doing.  There are a lot of great places
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to give, but I want you to think of your participation as an
investment in men with eternal returns. 

Between now and the end of the year, we thought it would be
good to bring to you a series of videos from people whose
lives have been directly impacted by Walter’s “menistry”
that reached men and women.   This work is only possible
through your obedient response to the Holy Spirit impressing
on your hearts that it is making a difference—both now and
for eternity.  Thank you for giving now. God bless you. 

 

Alex  Maldonado  shares  his
experience  as  a  participant
in  “All  Men  Are  Desperate
Whether They Admit It or Not”
small  group  at  Brentwood
Baptist Church
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Two Desperate Men Joined at
the heart thru the Cross of
Christ
While I am leading this men’s small group at the mission
through my book, All Men Are Desperate Whether They Admit It
or Not, I always find myself praying I will have as much
impact on these men as they do on me.  

Tonight it was just Eddie and me.  This is his second time
through the life-recovery program. His desperate man story is
powerful, and the evidence of what the Holy Spirit is doing in
his life is just what we would expect−amazing.  

I would love to hear your desperate man story as we all have
one…whether we admit it  or not!

Tevin Peterson sharing impact
of  “All  Men  Are  Desperate
Whether They Admit It or Not”
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book small group study in the
lives of former prisoners in
aftercare ministry

Mark McFerran – why he is all
in for the teaching of Walter
Spires and work of Desperate
Men Ministry
 

Powerful  testimony  of  how
reading  “All  Men  Are
Desperate Whether They Admit
It or Not” changed a heart
and saved a marriage
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